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The VW’s Shakespeare party this year marked Shakespeare’s 452nd

birthday as well as the 400th anniversary of his death.  The party was a great
success and while London, Stratford and many major cultural institutions
went, in my view, a bit over-bard (sorry!), the VW’s party was graced by the
presence of two Dames - Joan Plowright and Eileen Atkins, two star

Shakespeare performers very much associated with the Old Vic.

The party was held in the Old Vic rehearsal room where so many
greats – from Ninette de Valois to Laurence Olivier – would have
rehearsed. Our wonderful Vice-President, Nickolas Grace,

introduced our star guests by talking about their associations with
the Old Vic; he pointed out that we had two of the best St Joans ever

in the room where they would have rehearsed: Eileen Atkins played St
Joan for the Prospect Company at the Old Vic in 1977-8; Joan Plowright

played the role for the National Theatre at the Old Vic in 1963. Nickolas also
read out a letter from  Ronald Pickup who

had been invited to the party but was away in
France.  Ronald Pickup said that he often

thought about how lucky he was to have six years at
the National Theatre, then at Old Vic, at the beginning

of his career (1966-72) and it had a huge impact on him.

Dame Joan Plowright 

Dame Joan Plowright then regaled us with some of her memories of the Old Vic,
starting with the story of how when she joined the Old Vic school in 1949 part of her
‘training’ was moving chairs in and out of the very room we were in.  The students
passed the chairs along in a line which ran down the stairs.  One day they were singing
‘She’ll be coming round the mountain …’ as they did this. and had got to ‘pink
pyjamas’ when Joan enthusiastically passed on a chair to her left and hit Michael
Redgrave full in the chest.  She said he was very kind but in 1949 he was a star and
she was a mere student so she was very embarrassed.  The Old Vic company were
then assembling for a rehearsal and shortly afterwards Laurence Olivier arrived.  After
he had gone into the rehearsal room, two of the students held up the doormat and
said ‘Laurence Olivier walked on this!!!’.  Joan added that of course at that stage she
was very much in awe of Olivier and had no idea she would later marry him.  Later the
Old Vic school was moved to West Dulwich, when work started on repairing the bomb
damage incurred during the Second World War.

Joan also told the story of how on the first night of The Merchant of Venice, directed by Jonathan Miller in April 1970, Olivier
was very nervous. Miller came to Joan and said ‘Can you do anything?’ because
Olivier was saying he was going to walk out of the theatre and catch the first bus that
came past, wherever it was going.  Joan said she was too nervous herself to do
anything.  So Miller said the only thing he could think of was to go and catch the same
bus with him!  Fortunately everyone stayed in the theatre, no one caught a bus, and
the production was a great success (later a film).

Dame Eileen Atkins

Dame Eileen reminisced about the time she played Viola in Twelfth Night at the Old
Vic in 1962.  She was replacing Barbara Jefford, and the director, Colin Graham, had
no time to rehearse her.  She vividly remembers realising midway through the first
performance that she had to make her next entry with Olivia and that they were on
opposite sides of the stage.  The stage management team were going crazy. 
Nevertheless she heard from a friend that the Observer had given her a good notice -
saying she was ‘original’.  Eileen claimed that years later she found out that was the
only good notice she had!  But I think she was being rather harsh.  The Sunday
Telegraph described her Viola as ‘madcap Vi of St Illyria’s’, which sounds tremendous
fun. And Eileen did get asked back to play Viola at the Old Vic for Prospect in 1978.

The party, organised by Ruth Jeayes, was a very special occasion and it was lovely to
see so many Vic Wells members present. Review by Liz Schafer : Photographs © N P Panagakis (also page 2)



Grace and Ranger - the well known double act introduced the guests Vic-Wells members and friends were enthralled by the guests of honour 

Kathryn Hunter as Lear (with Robert Pickavance as Gloucester) in the 1997 Young Vic production

King Lear at the Old Vic
Cross gender casting is nothing new, says Liz Schafer

Amidst all the hurly burly to mark Shakespeare’s birth and death-day this year, one play is dominating the repertory: 
King Lear. This year Don Warrington is playing Lear for Talawa, Timothy West for the Bristol Old Vic, Michael Pennington
for the Royal & Derngate Theatre and Antony Sher for the RSC. At the Barbican, at the end of June, The Shadow King
will be relocating Lear to the Northern Territories in Australia, using English and Kriol languages to retell the Lear story.
And at the Old Vic in October, Glenda Jackson will play Lear, directed by Deborah Warner.

Of course women have played Lear before –
Kathryn Hunter played the role in 1997 –
and there have been quite a few Queen
Lears over the years but Jackson’s Lear
could also be seen as part of a current trend
for making more room for women in
Shakespeare. Maxine Peake played Hamlet
recently at the Royal Exchange Manchester.
Phyllida Lloyd is to restage her Globe all
female Taming of the Shrew, with Janet
McTeer as Petruchio, in New York. Katie
Mitchell’s Ophelias  Zimmer (at the Royal
Court) is Hamlet without the prince. Emma
Rice, has programmed Imogen instead of
Cymbeline at the Globe in September.
Michelle Terry is to play Henry V at Regent’s
Park in June. At the National theatre Tamsin
Greig will be playing the role of Malvolia,
rather than Malvolio, in Twelfth Night. But it
is particularly appropriate that Jackson’s
Lear will be at the Old Vic as women have
played so many male Shakespeare roles in
this theatre.

Under Lilian Baylis, during the First World War, women were routinely given male roles.  Sybil Thorndike records Baylis
stating: ‘after all, there should be no sex in acting – you ought to be able to understand men as well as women’.  The
Old Vic Magazine for February 1923 has an article entitled ‘I Remember’ by actress Winifred Oughton.  Looking back
to the Vic in 1915, Oughton comments:

“It struck me as queer that girls should be acting boys’ parts.  I soon lost that feeling when I joined the Company, for
most of us did nothing else. At first, we only impersonated young boys – Osric, Donalbain, Biondello and their kind.  But
the war claimed one actor after another, and soon we had to tackle grown men of all sorts and ages, from Justice
Shallow to the Bishop of Carlisle.  No one was exempt, and no one wanted to be.  I remember Sybil Thorndike as Prince
Hal, as Ferdinand, and as the Fool in “Lear” – Florence Saunders, as Lucio (Measure for Measure), Silvius, and black
from head to foot, as Pindarus… I think we must have attained something like reality, for we were often taken for men. 
I remember a performance of “The Tempest,” when a young boy in the Company deputised for the girl Gonzalo, and
someone in the audience enquired quite seriously what had happened to the old gentleman who usually played the part,
and who was the girl doing it tonight.”

Although this cross gender casting was primarily part of the war effort, I am sure Lilian Baylis would enjoy the thought
of Glenda Jackson playing Lear.  If nothing else, she would love the idea that it is bound to be a box office success.
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Hamlet programme picture of 
Maurice Evans in 1947

Shakespeare, the ‘complete works’ and the Old Vic
by Professor Liz Schafer 

Maurice Evans
A donation of photographs prompted Liz Schafer to look back at the work of the Shakespearian actor

The Vic-Wells Association has recently received a wonderful donation from Patricia Page:  several signed photographs
of luminaries such as Peggy Ashcroft and Ralph Richardson plus a lovely collection of photographs and programmes
relating to actor Maurice Evans (1901–1989) and his Shakespeare productions on Broadway.  Evans’ important
association with the VW’s sometimes gets forgotten in the wake of his later career in the US. I first encountered him in
the television series Bewitched (which I loved) where he played Samantha's father, Maurice, and it was only much later
on that I only found out about his illustrious career in Shakespeare.  Evans also appeared in many films including Planet
of the Apes, Beneath the Planet of the Apes and Rosemary’s Baby.

But at the Vic-Wells from 1934 onwards Evans was known for playing major
Shakespearian roles - Hamlet, Richard II, Benedick, Petruchio and Iago.  This
experience was crucial to his later stellar career because after Evans went to
the US  - he had been invited play Romeo opposite Katharine Cornell’s Juliet on
Broadway – most of his Shakespeare productions looked back to his earlier
VW’s work. This can be seen very clearly in his landmark performance as
Richard II in a production directed by Margaret (Peggy) Webster, who had acted
at the Vic-Wells but had decided to move into directing.  Webster and Evans
chose Richard II partly because the topic of abdication was so current in 1937
in the wake of the abdication crisis in the UK. Their Richard II at the St James
Theatre, New York, was designed by David Ffolkes, who had designed the 1934-
5 Vic-Wells production starring Evans as Richard. Richard II had not been
staged in New York since 1875 when Edwin Booth gave the play a mere four
performances but the Evans/Webster production was a smash hit and broke
box office records for Shakespeare on Broadway.   

The Webster/Evans team – often working with Ffolkes - went on to have several
more successes including an uncut Hamlet in 1938, 1 Henry IV  in 1939,
Macbeth in 1941 and Twelfth Night in 1942. Webster and Evans then went
their different ways;  Evans was put in charge of an Army Entertainment Section
in the US Army and created his ‘G.I.’  Hamlet which was cut to emphasise the
military aspects of the play in order to appeal to the troops.  Evans later
restaged this GI Hamlet in 1945 on Broadway. In the 1950s, Evans took
Shakespeare to US television by means of the Hallmark Hall of Fame series.
The productions are heavily cut and ran alongside lots of rather incongruous
adverts, but they did - unusually for then - deliver over an hour’s worth of Shakespeare. For the Hallmark series, Evans
starred in Hamlet, Macbeth (twice), Richard II, Twelfth Night, The Taming of the Shrew, and The Tempest.

Evans wrote a memoir, All This and Evans Too, in which he relates many amusing anecdotes and is very discreet about
his sexuality.  It is wonderful to think how the VW’s nurtured his talent and helped pave the way for Evans to become
a leading Shakespeare actor in the US.

2016 also sees the 400th anniversary of the publication of Ben Jonson’s First Folio of his plays.  In 1616, Jonson was
ridiculed by many for deciding to publish his plays in an expensive folio form.  But people bought the book and this
planted the seed that resulted in 1623 in the publication of Shakespeare’s First Folio.  Without the First Folio, published
seven years after Shakespeare’s death, we would have lost plays like Macbeth, The Tempest and All’s Well That Ends
Well.

In 1923 Lilian Baylis decided to mark the 300th anniversary of the publication of the First Folio by completing the Old
Vic’s ten year march through the complete works of Shakespeare.  This caused her some anguish as she thought some
plays, such as Henry VI, were not likely to go down well with her beloved galleryites.  Much fainting was recorded in Titus
Andronicus but it still bombed in the box office. But Baylis loved an anniversary so she gritted her teeth, resigned herself
to a dip in income and completed the Old Vic First Folio with the opening of a production of Troilus and Cressida (!) on
7 November, 1923, in the presence of the Princess Royal.  Baylis claimed the Old Vic was the first theatre in the world
to achieve this ‘complete works’ since Shakespeare’s own company. One of the directors involved in this project, Robert
Atkins, just missed out on his own ‘complete works’ when he was one play short – Cymbeline.

Thirty years later, at the beginning of the 1953-54 season, Michael Benthall announced the Old Vic was going to do
another ‘complete works’ but this time it would take only five years.  A sherry party was held on 9 September 1953, in
the rehearsal room at the Old Vic,  where the cast for the 1953 All’s Well – including Laurence Hardy, Claire Bloom,
Michael Hordern - met members of the 1921 ‘complete works’ production – Jane Bacon, Ernest Milton, Andrew Leigh.
The Vic-Wells Association has just received a donation of photographs taken at that party.

(Some of the photos also donated are to be found on page 6)
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Rachael Stirling (Hermione) and John Light (Leontes) in The Winter's Tale

Shakespeare’s Four Late Plays
Richard Cave reviews a season of Shakespeare’s four late plays at the Sam Wanamaker Playhouse

The chance to view stagings of one of Shakespeare’s last plays within the Sam Wanamaker Playhouse has long been
hoped for, to determine how they would respond to a space akin to that for which they were initially written; but we have
had to wait in expectation. The recent Winter Season has given us not one but all four late plays and proved that the
delay has been worthwhile: it has given practitioners time to learn about that space, discover its potentials, recognise
challenges that have meticulously to be negotiated, to gain confidence in handling the stylistic simplicities such a theatre
demands and the intimate actor-audience relations it fosters. All four plays address the issues and the perils of ‘coming
home’, so it was in all ways appropriate that those plays were ‘coming home’ to their ideal venue. Watching their
performance was a rare privilege, given the wealth of speculation about how they might have been presented and
received in the seventeenth century on the part of generations of scholars and theatregoers, who had only hypothesis
and imagination to guide them.

Was a skilled lighting designer at work here?

Dominic Dromgoole’s opening production of Pericles established immediately what had been learned from several
seasons of experimenting under the expert guidance of Martin White with the possibilities of candle-light. The play
ranges the shores of the Mediterranean and one marvelled how candles, handheld,  placed at varying heights within
the space or clustered on ledges, could evoke the differing atmospheres of the various cities Pericles visits. Near-
darkness with sudden spillings of light over faces or disturbingly over the naked back of Antiochus’s daughter (a tattoo
carried her father’s infamous riddle) exactly caught the sinister mystery of Antiochus’s court, while by contrast an
absolute clarity prevailed throughout the recognition scene between Pericles and Marina, a father and daughter
discovering a kind of piety in relationship. Similar groupings of candles later seemingly evoked the bleak wastes of
ancient Britain in Cymbeline, the darkly tortured, self-centred world of Leontes’ Sicily in The Winter’s Tale and the
illusionary world of Prospero’s island in The Tempest. Was a skilled lighting designer at work here?  The programmes
refer to a technician, but the term implies something mechanical rather than the painter with light with a gift for poetic
subtleties of intensity and texture that were evident in all four productions. Or were the vagaries, the indeterminacies
of candle shine stimulating this playgoer’s imagination to respond acutely to textual implication?

Impressive in their handling of the verse

Language is always powerfully fore-grounded in this theatre, which poses a difficulty for actors with these late plays,
where the verse is frequently syntactically
complex and occasionally convoluted. The very
intimacy of the space exposes mercilessly the
overly histrionic, the mannered or the
lacklustre, unfocused performance as
meretricious or slapdash. The plays confidently
embrace the implausible and the farfetched
and in their closure invite audiences and the
characters within the action to give credence to
magical or divine interventions. The only sure
way with such texts would seem for the actor to
play with complete fidelity to the given moment.
This was uniformly the approach in what was
arguably the most satisfying of the productions,
Cymbeline (directed by Sam Yates), where the
intricate plotting had clarity and won complete
conviction, because at its heart Emily Barber as
Innogen played with a fierce integrity, facing the
harrowing threats that afflict her throughout the
action with total commitment to her emotional
truth and belief in self. The characterisation
allowed her to speak the verse with a beautiful
attention to rhythm and the nuances of the
imagery. It was an exemplary performance.
Equally impressive in their handling of the verse
were the trio at the centre of The Winter’s Tale (directed by Michael Longhurst): John Light (Leontes), Rachael Stirling
(Hermione) and Niamh Cusack (Paulina) sought less to impose their characterisations on the text than let again let
rhythm and imagery define their emotional states. Rarely has Leontes’ court seemed such a claustrophobic trap as here,
where Hermione was compelled to play out his tortured, insistent imaginings, retaining only her innate dignity (so in her
trial she was already transforming into a statue),  while Paulina desperately struggled to keep a hold on sanity, the depth
of her frustration expressed in her every movement and inflection. Another notable performance in this context was
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James Garnon in Pericles

Pippa Nixon’s Ariel: her rapt attention to the consequences
of all that Prospero required her to do made profoundly
moving her recommendation finally that her master’s
“affections” ought now to become “tender”; it was the only
proper way to psychological closure. 

The strength of this focussed approach to text became ever
more apparent over the run of productions, when one
compared these interpretations with characterisations that
missed the mark because they did not submit to the
discipline of the verse. A case in point was James Garnon’s
Pericles. Later in the season he was to gain considerable
comic mileage as Autolycus, by exploiting his mastery of a
wealth of different voices, constantly changing his persona
with each new dupe he encountered to the point where he
began to forget which voice he had used with which rustic at
the sheep shearing. Fine though this was in comedy, it was
ill-judged to apply the same technique to Pericles. The
problem for the actor is that the character ages over the five
acts of his travels in which he enters and is to some extent
moulded by some six varied cultures, is isolated from but

regains his family, loses his physical prowess and finds a capacity for reverence and wisdom. Playing each sequence
with a different voice drew attention to the actor’s technical expertise and away from the text, which explores one man’s
inner growth in response to adversity. The architecture of the role eluded him consequently, and the choice to play the
reconciliation with his daughter in a quivery falsetto robbed this climactic scene of any intimation of transcendence,
reducing many in the audience to laughter. 

If this Prospero had an inner life of powerful emotions, it remained locked away 

There was an equally disappointing performance of Prospero by Tim McMullan, an actor who excels in roles asking for
a dry, self-deprecating wit, which allows him to make an impact by quiet underplaying. Though McMullan continually
stressed all the many possessive pronouns in the text (an original observation on his part), his characterisation still
lacked a convincing authority. More troubling, he lacked charisma, so his plight in the play and his chosen mode of
resolving past wrongs which reach back into history left one wholly unmoved. If this Prospero had an inner life of
powerful emotions, it remained locked away even from Miranda and Ariel, to whom the text requires him to confide.
McMullan spoke the text, but he did not inhabit it. Derek Jacobi once stated (during his run in the role for the RSC at
Stratford in 1982, when Mark Rylance played Ariel) that Prospero starts the play in a consuming rage that makes him
a frightening and dangerous figure. McMullan, by contrast, left it to others in the cast (chiefly Ariel) to suggest that
Prospero was to be feared; in himself, he was too placid, too prosaic.

Hermione’s frozen dignity thawed into graciousness

This is a criticism that might well be levelled against the presentation of the transcendental elements of these plays,
which in the playing here were far from awesome. All four plays achieve their conclusions through divine or magical
assistance. Though Prospero advises that these visionary elements in drama, as in the wedding masque he conjures
forth for Miranda and Ferdinand, are “insubstantial”, made of “baseless fabric” and will “dissolve”, the arrival of the
gods in Pericles and Cymbeline presages relief and change in the lives of the human characters; and Paulina and
Prospero’s magic restores proper order within the societies of The Winter’s Tale and The Tempest. These elements are
dealt with seriously in these works, designed chiefly for indoor performance (even while it is openly admitted in the later
two texts that they are fundamentally theatrical tricks and devices) and that creates problems for contemporary
audiences and practitioners with their greater degree of scepticism towards the numinous and the religious. Only
Longhurst directing The Winter’s Tale achieved a hieratic atmosphere for the awakening of Hermione; Paulina lost her
acerbic tone, as her voice now instilled peace and a degree of unhurried expectation, while Hermione’s frozen dignity
thawed into graciousness; redemption came through decidedly human agency and the miracle lay in the power of the
human spirit to transcend the abjection into which Leontes’ jealousy had pitched his family and court. The Tempest
follows a similar trajectory but the magic, more explicit in this play, seemed leaden by comparison: the opening storm,
at first admirably suggested by swinging lights that gave only fitful illumination to the speakers on the ship, was next
demonstrated by a model, the mechanics of which (swelling seas, tossing boat) were worked by Prospero’s attendant
spirits. Unfortunately, the effect this had in performance was simultaneously to reveal Prospero’s powers over the
destinies of those shipwrecked while reducing that authority to a kind of game-playing. The same tenor resonated
throughout the wedding masque with its cross-dressed Juno and giggling supportive goddesses: this traduced the
profound and nuanced philosophy that underlies Prospero’s own statement about the significance of these “revels”,
presenting a trivialised, because overly literalised, interpretation of his meaning.

It was rapid, breath-taking, ominous, shocking

The one fearsome magical apparition was Ariel’s entry “like a harpy”, hurtling from the “heavens” like a vast black
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Claire Bloom was photographed during the interval of “All’s Well That Ends
Well” at the Old Vic in 1953.

Some star pictures taken at the Old Vic
which have been donated recently to the Vic-Wells Association

The photograph of Richard Burton was taken when he had just
received his first “percentage” cheque for The Robe.

chrysalis that shot open to display giant black wings that traversed the width of the space like a monstrous deaths-head
moth. It was rapid, breath-taking, ominous, shocking; one forgot the theatrical trickery in the sheer brilliance of its
achievement; and the stage image was wholly at one with the text in Ariel’s denunciation of Alonso and his confederates
as “three men of sin”. Here was a manifestation of the power and the danger of Prospero’s magic that was so lacking
elsewhere. A like uncertainty or embarrassment led Sam Yates to the one tonal misjudgement in Cymbeline, where the
required descent of an angry Jupiter astride his eagle was replaced by Pauline McLynn like a genial Fairy Godmother
from pantomime; and, while Dominic Dromgoole retained the appearance of the goddess, Diana, in Pericles, the episode
was too rushed to achieve the hieratic quality that permeated the last scenes of Longhurst’s staging of The Winter’s Tale.

As the foregoing comments show: this was a mixed season, full of surprises and revelations but also of disappointments.
Comic invention really came into its own within the space, but so rich with vitality was the music-hall-style clowning of
Dominic Rowan and Trevor Fox as Trinculo and Stephano that it threatened to marginalise Prospero’s rather lacklustre
world. By contrast, the bucolic sheep shearing in The Winter’s Tale struck a suitably festive note before declining into
a more aggressively sexualised gathering with the arrival of the satyrs, which admirably served both to motivate
Polixenes’ angry intervention in defence of his son’s innocence and to link this sequence back to the perverse sexuality
underlying the first three acts in Sicily. A further strength was to be found in the characterisation of the female roles,
which produced some of the best acting and verse-speaking of the season. There was a revealing experiment in doubling
within the casting of Pericles, where performers appeared to be exploring the dark and light aspects of their stage
personae (Lychorida, the nurse, reappeared as the Bawd, Antiochus’s daughter as Diana, Antiochus as Simonides),
which brought a special cohesion to a play that can often seem very fragmented. Notable too was the directors’ growing
confidence in using the space and the potential of candle light. Disappointingly that confidence faltered in facing up to
the problems of staging the transcendental, so crucial an aspect of all four plays, when visual, textual and tonal
invention too frequently fell short of the requirements of the dramaturgy. Let us hope it is not long before these plays
are staged again in the Sam Wanamaker Playhouse to remedy this particular shortcoming.

(continued from page 3) 
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British Ballet Companies and Shakespeare’s 400th
by Richard Reavill

Fonteyne and Helpmann in Hamlet (1942)

Ban the Boring Bard, demands Theatre Knight

It may be the 400th anniversary of Shakespeare’s death, but one of Britain’s leading theatrical figures, Sir Matthew
Bourne, is calling time on the Bard’s work. “I’m a bit bored with Shakespeare at the moment. I feel there’s too much”,
says the choreographer behind Olivier Award-winning productions Swan Lake and Mary Poppins. “I’ll get slammed for
saying this, but a five-year gap would be a good thing. There are too many Hamlets around”.

Hamlet is the most widely revived play in the Shakespeare repertoire, with notable productions since the turn of the
century including Simon Russell Beale (2000), Samuel West (2001), Christopher Eccleston (2002), Ben Wishaw (2004),
David Tennant (2008 - above left), Jude Law (2009 - above centre), Roy Kinnear (2010), Maxine Peake (2014) and
Benedict Cumberbatch (2015 - above right), while Sherlock star Andrew Scott is in talks for the role.

Sir Matthew, however, undermines his own argument by contradicting himself: “I am absolutely thrilled that Glenda
Jackson is going to be playing King Lear. I saw her years ago when I was a kid. She’s an amazing actress”. 

This item was first published in the Scottish Daily Mail.

VW’s did its bit to honour Shakespeare. What, I hear you ask, have our Dance Companies been doing in this regard? You
did not ask? That will not stop me telling you. The major companies are: The Royal Ballet; Birmingham Royal Ballet;
English National Ballet; Rambert Dance Company; Northern Ballet; and Scottish Ballet. Looking at both last season and
this, some companies have embraced the opportunity for a Shakespeare Festival with enthusiasm, and some have made
a contribution.

The outright winner is Birmingham Royal Ballet, with MacMillan’s Romeo & Juliet and
Ashton’s The Dream from their recent repertory; revivals of Cranko’s The Taming of
the Shrew and Bintley’s jazz ballet, The Shakespeare Suite, from their back catalogue;
and a premier of a new one-act ballet Wink by American choreographer Jessica Lang
to a commissioned score and based on some of Shakespeare’s sonnets. Sonnet 43
is first up: “When most I wink, then do mine eyes best see”, hence the strange title.
For the first time, Jose Limon’s most famous work, The Moor’s Pavane will enter the
BRB repertory. Finally, David Bintley will choreograph a new full evening work, The
Tempest, again to a commissioned score.  The Tempest; Wink; The Moor’s Pavane;
and The Shakespeare Suite will be performed at Sadler’s Wells in BRB’s short season
in October.

Why do we see so little of BRB in London, despite their high standards and interesting
repertory? They were at one time based at Sadler’s Wells. I suppose it is because
Birmingham gives them home and sustenance. However, London needs some of the
action.  Arts Council please note!

At the Royal Opera House in London, The Royal Ballet performed MacMillan’s Romeo
& Juliet last season, and will revive Ashton’s The Dream towards the end of this
season. Christopher Wheeldon’s new The Winter’s Tale (2014) will also be performed. 

What of the rest? English National Ballet has performed the Nureyev Romeo & Juliet.
Northern Ballet did a version of Hamlet by David Nixon in 2011 and A Midsummer Night’s Dream by Nixon in 2014, but
will not be presenting them again this year. However, they will repeat in September/October this year the Jean-
Christophe Maillot production of Romeo & Juliet from Monte Carlo which they staged in March 2014. Scottish Ballet have
a version of Romeo & Juliet by Krzysztof Pastor to the Prokofiev score (2008), but will not be showing it this season. An
Othello of 1971 by Peter Darrell is no doubt long forgotten.  For their May season at the Wells, Rambert has a new work
by Lucy Guerin entitled Tomorrow which is based on themes from Macbeth. Were there other works which could be
revived? I can think of only one: deep in the Royal archive there is Helpmann’s Hamlet (1942). 

The prize, and the congratulations, must go to BRB, who will present more ballets based on Shakespeare plays than the
rest of the UK dance companies put together.
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Sadler’s Wells, Rosebery Avenue, London EC1R 4TN  0844 871 0090 www.sadlerswells.com 

Main Theatre

16 - 17 June Alain Platel, Frank Ven Laecke & Steven Prengels - En avant, marche!

20 - 21 June Marie Chouinard - Double Bill

24 - 25 June LA Dance Project - Mixed Bill

29 June - 3 July Natalia Osipova - featuring new works by Sidi Cherkaoui /Russell Maliphant /Arthur Pita

6 - 8 July Hofesh Shechter Company - barbarians

9 July Jack Petchey Foundation & Royal Academy of Dance - Step LIVE! 2016

12 - 16 July Paco Peña Flamenco Dance Company - Patrias

26 July - 21 Aug. Vamos Cuba!

6 - 17 Sept. Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater  in 4 programmes on various dates 

Peacock Theatre

Portugal Street, Kingsway, London WC2A 2HT

14 - 18 June ZIK'R - The Mystical Path of Flamenco from India to Seville

1 July LONDON STUDIO CENTRE's JazzDance Company - Unexpected Tales

6 - 10 July English National Ballet (especially for children aged three and upwards) - My First Ballet: Sleeping Beauty

3, 6 & 9 Sept. English Youth Opera - Owen Wingrave   

7 & 10 Sept. English Youth Opera - English Eccentrics

20 Sept. - 8 Oct. Cirque Éloize - iD

Old Vic Theatre www.oldvictheatre.com  
Waterloo Road, London SE1 8NB 0844 871 7628  
      11 July - 17 September:  Groundhog Day - A New Musical              29 Sept. – 15 Oct.:  No's Knife                       25 Oct ober - 3 December:  King Lear
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COMING SOON

A Golden Globe nomination too for Glenda Jackson as Elizabeth I in Mary, Queen of Scots

Glenda Jackson to play King Lear at the Old Vic
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A quarter of a century after she gave up acting
for politics, double Academy Award winning
actress Glenda Jackson returns to the London
stage to play King Lear in Shakespeare’s
greatest tragedy. The company will also include
Jane Horrocks, Rhys Ifans, Simon Manyonda
and Harry Melling.

Glenda Jackson left acting in 1990 and was
elected as Labour MP representing Hampstead
and Kilburn in 1992. She stepped down at last
year’s General Election and was soon playing a
104-year old character in an Emile Zola tale on
BBC Radio 4.

Debora Warner, who will direct 79 year old
Jackson, has staged King Lear twice, including
at The Almeida in 1985. The Director said it was
“very exciting – biblical really”, adding, “Who
else has done that? Who else has done that in
any art, in any medium?”   Ms Jackson won
Academy Awards for Ken Russell’s Women in
Love and later Melvin Frank’s A Touch of Class.
She also won two Emmy Awards for her

performance as Queen Elizabeth 1 in the BBC’s Elizabeth R (1971) and a BAFTA for her role in John Schlesinger’s
Sunday Bloody Sunday. Rehearsals for the play begin in August. Tickets on sale 31st May.
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